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ABSTRACT 
The explicit structure o| the inverse of block tridiagonal matrices is presented in 
terms of blocks defined by linear recurrence rehtions. Parallel algorithms are shown 
which solve block second order linear recurrences without using commutativity. 
Moreover we investigate the parallel solution oi the associated block tridiagonal linear 
system. Using this theoretical background, the implementation of the algorithms is 
analyzed both on a small number of processors and on a hypercube. The resulting 
complexity is given in terms of parallel steps, each consisting of block operations, and 
the cost due to interprocessor communications is taken into account, too. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Both the problems of characterizing the structure of the inverse of a block 
tridiagonal matrix and of devising efficient parallel algorithms for the solution 
of the associated linear system have been extensively studied [1, 6, 10, 16]. 
Recently special attention has been given to the implementation f solving 
algorithms on vector and parallel computers [2, 7, 8, 14, 15]. The aim of this 
paper is to present he explicit structure of the inverse and to derive efficient 
parallel algorithms. 
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Let us consider a square nonsingular real matrix A of order nm × nm 
partitioned into an n × n matrix of square blocks. These blocks, denoted by 
Aq, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n, ]=1,2  ..... n, are m×m matrices. When A~j=0 for 
j - i > 1, the matrix A is said to be block upperHes'senberg; when A~i = 0 
for i - j  > 1, the matrix A is said to be block lower He3senberg; when 
Aq = 0 for li - jl > 1, the matrix A is said to be block tridiagonal. In Section 
2, the structure of the inverse of block Hessenberg and block tndiagonal 
matrices is presented, assuming that subdiagonal (or superdiagonal) blocks 
are nonsingular. Matrices of this kind are said to be proper. The inverse B of 
a proper nonsingular block tridiagonal matrix can be written as 
{ - F~S-1G/ ff i <~ j, 
B~/= EiR-1D i ff i >i j, 
where the blocks D i, Ei, Fi, G ,, R, S are defined by second order linear 
recurrence relations. 
In Section 3, we discuss parallel algorithms which solve block second 
order linear recurrences without using commutativity. Regardless to com- 
munication costs and assuming the processors to be capable of performing 
m × m block operations in time 8 ,  the resulting algorithms have time 
complexity 0 (8  log n). 
In Section 4, algorithms for computing the inverse of a block tridiagonal 
matrix and the solution of the associated linear system are presented. 
In Section 5, the implementation f the algorithms on a small number of 
processors is studied, taking into account communication costs and the 
different costs of the various block operations. 
Finally, in Section 6, the implementation on a set of n processors 
connected by a hypercube network [9, 12, 13] is studied; moreover the 
complexity of the implementation a perfect shuffle [8, 12, 13] is analyzed, 
in order to compare our results with those shown in [8], 
2. THE INVERSE OF BLOCK HESSENBERG 
AND TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES 
The structure of the upper (lower) triangular part of the inverse of block 
lower (upper) Hessenberg matrices is presented, assuming that subdiagonal 
(superdiagonal) b ocks are nonsingular. Using this result, the explicit structure 
of the inverse of block tridiagonal matrices is derived. Commutativity of 
blocks is not required. 
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In the following we give the definition of a proper Hessenberg and 
tridiagonal matrix. It is worth noting that such definitions are equivalent o 
that of a proper banded matrix used in [11]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An n × n block lower (upper) Hessenberg matrix is 
said to be proper if all the superdiagonal (subdiagonal) blocks are nonsingu- 
lar. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An n X n block tridiagonal matrix is said to be proper 
if all the superdiagonal nd subdiagonal blocks are nonsingular. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let H be the n × n block lower Hessenberg matrix 
JA I l  At2 0 0 • • • 0 [ 
| 
An I t  A .  I~ A~ 13 . . .  A~ I .  
with A,/, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, j = 1,2 . . . . .  n, m × m matrices. Let Ip denote the 
identity matrix of size p. We denote by H '  the (n + 1) × (n + 1) block lower 
triangular matrix defined as 
H ,_  
I m 0 0 0 .. • 0 0 
A n AI~ 0 0 • • • 0 0 
A~t A m A m 0 .. • 0 0 
. • • . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A._1 ,x  A ._ I ,  2 An_ l ,  3 "" • A . _ t ,  . 0 
A , I  A ,  2 A ,a  . .  • A , ,  I,,, 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let H be an n × n block upper Hessenberg matrix. 
We denote by H" the (n + 1)X (n + 1) block upper triangular matrix 
H,, = [! ] 
0 ' ' '  0 I m 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let T be an n x n block tridiagonal matrix whose 
blocks, denoted by A~,, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, ] = 1,2 . . . . .  n, are m x m matrices. 
We denote by T' [ r ' I  the (n + 1)X(n + 1) block lower [upper] triangular 
matrices 
T ,= 












0 . . .  0 I m 
Note that H', H" ,T ' ,T"  are nonsingular if and only if the related 
matrices H and T are proper. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H be a nonsingular, proper, block lower Hessen- 
berg matrix, and let H' be its associated block lower triangular matrix. 
Partition H ' -  x as 
where F, S, Z', and G are block matrices ofs/ze n x 1, 1 x 1, n x n, 1 x n, 
respectively. Then H -1= - FS-1G + Z'. 
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Proof. We have 
HF -- - , HZ '= Ira, - 
Let Q be an 1 X n block matrix; then 
From a theorem of Jacobi (see, [5, p. 14]), it follows that 
Idet HI = ~let H'I Idet SI, 
whence (let S ~ 0, and the thesis follows by choosing Q --- - S-  1G. 
PxaoPOSITION 2.2. Let H be a nonsingular, proper, block upper Hessen- 
berg matrix, and let H" be its associated block upper triangular matrix. 
Partition H " -  l as 
n 
where E, R, Z", and D are block matrices of  size n × 1, 1 x 1, n × n, 1 X n, 
respectively. Then H-1 = _ ER-1D + Z". 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 2.1. • 
In the following it will be useful to represent he matrices D, F, E, G as 
block vectors, i.e. 
. . . . .  D . ] ,  . . . . .  C . ] ,  
E= , F - -  . 
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With this notation it is easy to characterize D, E, F, G, R, S by means of 
recurrence relations, and to derive the inverse of a proper block tridiagonal 
matrix, as shown in the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The matrices D~, E~, F i, G i, R, S can be obtained by 
means o f  the fol lowing relations: 
D 1 = I,~, D~ = - AnA~l  l, 
Di= - (D~_sA,_2 , , _ l  + Di_ lA ,_ i , , _ l )A~,~_ l, i = 3 ,4 , . . . ,n ,  
R= - (o . _ ,a . _ , , .  + b .A . , . ) ,  
E n = Ira, E . _ l  =- _ A~,~_ IA .~ , 
-1  E i= -A i+ l ,~(A i+ l , i+ lE i+ l+ A~+l,i+2Ei+2), i=n- l ,n -2  . . . . .  1. 
F 1 = Ira, F2 = - Ai-21Au, 
F i= -A~_ J i , , (A , _ l , , _zF~_9+A,_ l , , _ l F~_ l ) ,  i=3 ,4  ....  ,n ,  
S= - (An , . _ IFn_ I+A. . .F . ) .  
G.  = I.~, G._  1 = - AnnAnl_l,n, 
G,= - (G,+IA,+I , ,+~+G,+2A,+2, ,+~)A~,~+ ~, i=n- l ,n -2  . . . . .  1. 
Proof. The proof readily follows from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. • 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let T be a nonsingular proper block tridiagonal ma- 
trix, and let T', T"  be its associated block triangular matrices. Partition T ' -  I 
and T ' ' - I  as in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Let T -1 = (B~i) with B~i m × m 
matrices. Then 
I - F,S-ICj if i ~ i, 
BiJ= EiR-iDj if i>1 j. 
Proof. From Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, the equality 
T -x = - FS - iG  + Z '= - ER- iD  + Z"  
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can be derived. The proof follows [Tom the fact that Z'  (Z") has null blocks 
in its upper (lower) triangular part. • 
COXaOLL~Y 2.1. Let T be a proper block tridiagonal matrix. Then the 
matrices F i and D~ are nonsingular for any 1 <<. i < n i f  and only i f  the i × i 
block minor in the upper left comer of  T is nonsingular. Analogously the 
matrices E i and G i are nonsingular i f  and only i f  the i × i block minor in the 
lower right comer of  T is nonsingular. 
Proof. The proof follows by applying Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 to selected 
submatrices of T. • 
3. SOLVING SECOND ORDER LINEAR RECURRENCES 
In this section, we present parallel algorithms for the computation of the 
solution of some well-known recurrence quations [3]. The notation of [14] 
will be used in the following. 
Let Pik and Q~k be m x m matrices defined by the second order linear 
recurrences 
P,k=UkPi_l,k_l+Vkei_2. k_2, i=2 ,3  ... . .  n, k=2,3  .. . . .  n, 
Qik = Q~-l.k-lUk + Qi-9.,k-~Vk, i = 2,3 ... . .  n, k = 2,3 .. . . .  n, 
under the following assumptions: 
Plk = Qlk = Uk, k = 1,2 .. . . .  n, 
Pik = Q~k = Ira, i = 0 or k = 0, 
where U~, V~, i = 1,2 .. . . .  n, are m × m matrices. Matrices P~k and Q~k also 
satisfy other recurrences than those appearing in their definition, as stated by 
the following proposition. 
PaoposiaaON 3.1. The following second order linear recurrences hold, 
independently of  commutativity: 
Pi+i,k=P~kPj, k_i+P~_l,kVk_,+tPi_l.k_i_l, i>~1, j>~l ,  k>~i+l ,  
Q,÷j.kfQ,.k_iQik+Q,_ ,k_j_yk_i+lQ _ .k, i> 1, j> l, k> 1+1. 
Proof. See [3, 14]. • 
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Our goal is to compute the matrices P . ,Q . ,  i=2 ,3  ... . .  n. In the 
following only the computation of P.,  i = 2,3 .. . . .  n will be treated. The 
computation of the matrices Q.  can be carried out with the same complexity, 
by means of straightforward modifications of the same algorithms. 
Two algorithms are presented, which compute the matrices P., i = 
2, 3 . . . . .  n, in O(~ log n) parallel steps, on O(n) processors, each performing 
m × m matrix operations in time ~.  Both algorithms use the recursive 
doubling technique applied to the recurrence relations of Proposition 3.1: the 
former generalizes to the block case the algorithms proposed in [14] for 
the LU hctorization of a tridiagonal matrix, and is slightly different from the 
recursive doubling algorithm in [2]; the latter has to be regarded as a 
modification of the former, as suggested in [15] to lower the total number of 
matrix operations which turns out to be O(n log n) for the first algorithm, 
and O(n) for the second one. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. 
Step 1: 
e2k = VkVk_ l -'}- Vk_ l,  
Step 2: 
k = 2 ,3 , . . . ,n .  
!)4k = e2ke2,k_  2 'l- UkVk_ lUk_ 3 , 
t'3k = e~kUk- 2 + UkVk_ 1. 
Step i, i = 3, 4 . . . . .  log n - 2: 
S ~= 2 i -1 ;  
l"z,-~k --- e, ke , -Lk - ,  + e~-x.kVk-~+~e,-~.k-~-l. 
Pz.-z,k = P.-1,kes-l,k-~+xP,-g, kVk-.+2g-Z,k-~ ' 
P2.-i,~'-i = P~,2.-iP~-i.,-i + P, - i ,2~-IE- I+IP' - i - l , ' - i  -1' 
k=4,5  ... . .  n; 
k = 3 ,4 , . . . ,n .  
k -~ 2s,2s + l , . . . ,  n; 
k--- 2s -  1,2s ..... n; 
k = 2s -  2 ,2s -  1 ..... n; 
j - -3 ,4  ..... s -1 .  
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e./,,k = e./,,ke./,,k_./4 + 
n n 
k . . . .  t- 1 . . . . .  n; 
2 '2  
e. /2 -1 ,k  "~- e./4, ke . /4 -  l ,k-n/4 "1- en/4_l,kVk_n/4+ len/4_ 2, k_n/4_ l, 
n n 
k=-+1,7+2 .. . . .  n; 
2 E 
P . /~- I ,  . /~- i  = P.14,.12- IP.14 - j , . /4 - i  
+ P . /4 - j , . /~-Yn /4 - i+  IP~/4- i  - 1 , . /4 -  j -  1, 
n 
j=1 ,2  .. . . .  1. 
4 
Step log n: 
Pn - j ,  n--j = en/2, n - jen /2 - j ,  n/2--j Jr- en/2-1, n- jVn/2- j+ 1en/2- j  - 1, n/2-- j -  1' 
n 
j=0 ,1  .. . . .  ~-1 .  
Let ~ be the number of processors involved in the computations of the 
matrix recurrence relation. To exploit the inherent parallelism of the al- 
gorithm, (3n-  17)~ processors suffice; indeed, the largest number of 
processors i required at step 3, where the recurrence relation has to be used 
3n - 17 times. 
The total number of such computations is 3(n + 1)log n - ~Zn + 2, so that 
we have to perform roughly 9n log n matrix multiplications and 6n log n 
matrix additions. 
The scheme of computation for n = 32 is described in Table 1. 
A~OmTHM 3.2. 
Step 1: 
e", i = u.ju j_ 1 + v . j _  1. j = 1,2 .. . . .  n/2 ;  
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Step i, i = 2,3 . . . . .  log n - 1: 
8 ---- 2 i -1 ;  
P2~,~ks = l".,~k.e~,~k- l). + l"s- l,~k.V2<k- l).+ ~P~- l ,~k-1)s -1 ,  
P2.-x,zk.-1 = P~-l,2k.-1P.,.~k-l)~, + e.-2,2k.- IV~k-l) .+lP.-1,2(k-1), -1,  
k --- 1,2 . . . . .  n/2 i ;  
P2~- ~,~k~- 1 = P,-  l,~k,- x P, -  l,~( k- 1)~ + P,-  9,~k,- iV2( k-  l ), + 1 P, -2 ,~k-  1)~- 1, 
k = 2,3 . . . . .  n/2  i. 
Step log n: 
P . .  = P . /2 , .P . /~, . /2  + P. /2_I , .V. /2+ IP./2_x,n/2_I ,  
P.-1,.-1-- e,,/~-l,,,-le,,/~,./2 + e,,/z-2,,~-lV,~/2+ xe,~/2-1,n/2-1, 
e~.,~,~ = e,~/4,~nP./2,,v2 + P,~/4_l,}.V,~/9+le,~/2_l,n/2_x, 
e~,, - 1, ~,, - 1 = t . /4 -  ~, ~.e, , /~,. /~ + 1'./4_ 2, ~.V,,/z ÷ iP,~/2_ 1, n /~-  1" 
Step log n + i, i -- 1,2 . . . . .  log n - 3: 
$ = 21ogn- i -2 ;  
P(~k+ l)s,(gk+ 1), = P~,(2k + x),P2k~,2~ + P,-  !,(~ + ~),V2~ +~Pg~,-a,~k~- ~, 
P(~+ 1),- x,(2~+ 1),- 1 = P , -  1,(2k+ 1)s- ~P2~,,2~, + P , -  2,(~k+ 1),- 1 
xVg.k.+lP2k,-~,~k~-x, k = 1,2 . . . . .  2 ~+1 - 1. 
In this ease (n - 2 )~ processors suffice to exploit the inherent parallelism 
of the algorithm. The total number of computations of the recurrence is 
~n-  4log n -  2, so that roughly ~n matrix multiplications and 7n matrix 
additions have to be pedormed. 
The scheme of computation for n = 32 is described in Table 2. 
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TABLE 1 
~ox~rr~ 3.1 a 
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Step at which P~k is computed 




























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
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kffi2 3 4 5 6 7 891011121314151617181920212223242526272829-303132 
"Case n = 32, 5 step6, 225 computations o~ the recurrent formula. 
4. ALGORITHMS / 
Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 suggest a straightforward algorithm to compute 
the inverse of a proper block tridiagonal matrix. 
ALGosrrn~ 4.1 (Computation of the inverse). Compute Dt, Ei, Ft, 
G t, R, S by means of the relations shown in Proposition 2.3. 
Let us consider now the linear system Tx = b. Partition x and b as 
X = [lKl,X 2 . . . . .  gn]  and b ffi [bt, b 2 . . . . .  b,], where x i and b, are m-vectors. The 
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TABLE 2 
J~LaoBrrma 3.2 ~ 
Step at which P,k is computed 
i k=2 3 4 5 6 7 891011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132 
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 I 2 1 1 g 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 
3 2 22  22  22  22  2 2 22  22  
4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
5 7 
6 7 3 3 3 
7 3 33  33  33  






14 7 4 
15 4 4 4 

















kffi2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
"Case n ffi 32, 7 steps, 90 computations of the recurrent formula. 
solution of the linear system can be written as 
, -1  
x i = - E ,R  -z  ~ D~b s - F~S -z  Otb  j, 
j f f i l  j= l  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
ALCOmTHM 4.2 (Solving the linear system). 
Compute 
R -z and S - l .  




u j = Djbj and vj = Gjbj, 
i - - I  n 
u~= ~ u~ and v , '= ~.v j ,  
jffix i=~ 
j = 1,2 , . . . ,n .  
i = 1,2, . . . ,n .  
Compute 
Dk = Qkk, 
a- -  + D,,A.,.). 
Let U,=I, , , ,  V, =V2-- O. 
Compute 
U k = _ Anl_k+g,n_k+lAn_k+g,n_k+9. 
V k ~ - Anl_k+2, n_k+lAn_k+g,n_k+3,  
Uk ~ - -  --1 Ak- l .k - lAk .k -1 ,  
Vk ~ -1 - -  Ak_2,k_ lAk,k_ l ,  
k -- 2,3 .... , n. 
k --- 3,4 .. . . .  n. 
k = 2,3, . . . ,  n, with one of the algorithms of Section 3, 
k = 2 ,3 , . . . ,n .  
k=3,4  .. . . .  n. 
ALGOma~M 4.3 (Computation of the inverse). 
Let Vl  = lm,  Vl=V2=0.  
Compute 
x i = - E~R- lu~ + F iS - lv / ,  i = 1,2 .. . . .  n.  
The recurrence relations of Algorithm 4.1 which define blocks D i, Ei, F i, 
Gi, R, S can be computed by means of the parallel algorithms presented in 
Section 3. 
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Compute 
E . -k+l  = Pkk, k = 2,3 ... . .  n, with one of the algorithms of Section 3. 
Let  UI = I m, VI=V2--0.  
Compute 
Uk = -- Akl_l, kAk_ l ,k_ l ,  
Vk ~ -1 
- -  Ak_ l ,kAk_ l .k_2 ,  
Compute 
Fk=Pkk ,  k=2,3  .. . . .  n, 
S= - ( A . , . _ I F . _ I  + A . ,nF . ) .  
Let  Ul -- Im, VI=V2--0. 
Compute 
U k = _ A._k+2, ._k+2A~l_k+l , ._k+2,  
V k = - An_k+3, n_k+2Anl_k+l,n_k+2, 
Compute 
G._k+ 1 = Qkk, 
k = 2,3 .... , n, 
k=3,4  .. . . .  n. 
with one of the algorithms of Section 3, 
k = 2,3 .... , n. 
k - -3 ,4  ... . .  n. 
k = 2,3 ... . .  n, with one of the algorithms of Section 3. 
It is worth noting that Algorithms 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 consist of recurrence 
relations analogous to the ones used by Stone. Therefore the question of their 
stability can be addressed in terms of the discussion presented in [14, 15]. 
5. IMPLEMENTATION ON A SMALL NUMBER OF PROCESSORS 
Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 can be easily implemented on a small number of 
processors (e.g. 1, 2, 4, or 8). Let J ,  ~¢~, and d denote the time complexity, 
on the available processors, of rn × m matrix inversion, multiplication, and 
addition, respectively; moreover let m and a denote the complexity of 
m × m matrix-vector multiplication and m-vector addition, respectively. Fi- 
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TABLE 3 
COMPLEXITY OF THE IM]PLEMENTATION OF THE INVE]gSION AJ.AP.OBITHM 







(12n - 16).A/+(4n - 6)~¢ +(2n - 2).f 
(6n - 8)~ ¢+(2n - 3)~ ¢+(n - 1)J 
(3n - 3)~ ¢+(n - 2 )d  +(n - 1).f, 
(3n - 3 ) J  + (n - 2)~ + [(n - 1)/2].f + (2n - 2)c~ 
(n -1 ) ,M+(n-1)dt+(n-1)~ if .f ~> 2~'  + ~¢, 
(2n -2) .Ag+(n-2) . r l+(n -1)<g .f < 2~¢ + ~ 
nally let ~f and c denote the cost of an m × m matrix and an m-vector 
transfer between two processors, respectively. 
Algorithm 4.1 consists of four groups of equations which can be computed 
concurrently, so that the complexity bounds presented in the first three rows 
of Table 3 can be easily derived. An alternative implementation on 4 
processors consists of computing first the inverses of the off-diagonal blocks of 
T on 4 processors, and then communicating the results at the expense of 
2n - 2 communications. Using 8 processors it is possible to perform concur- 
rently (1) the inversion of the off-diagonal blocks and (2) two block multipli- 
cations and one block addition. The parallel complexity depends on the 
relative costs of . f  and 2~¢ + ~¢. 
Algorithm 4.2 consists of four steps; the parallelization on two processors 
is trivial, and n communications suffice in order to perform the additions in 
the fourth step. Using more than two processors, the 6n multiplications of 
steps 2 and 4 can be easily parallelized, the additions of step 3 can be 
TABLE 4 
COMPLEXITY OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOLVING A/.,GORITHM 
ON A SMALL NUMBER OF PROCESSORS 
No. of 
processors Complexity 
6n~n +3ha +2• 
3n~', +2ha + jr + n,: 
[anl,n + 2na + . f  + ([n/2] + 1)c 
[an],,, +2ha + J + ([n/41+3)c 
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performed on different processors although not concurrently, and the number 
of communications decreases as the number of processors increases. The 
complexity of Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 implemented on systems with 1, 2, 4, or 
8 processors i presented in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 
6. IMPLEMENTATION ON A LARGE NUMBER OF PROCESSORS 
A parallel architecture well suited to implement our algorithms for 
computing the inverse of a block tridiagonal matrix and/or solving the 
associated finear system is the hypercube. This architecture belongs to a class 
of machines widely studied in the literature (e.g. see [9, 12, 13]) and consists 
of n = 2 h processors, each connected to h neighbors. Each processor is 
identified by an n-bit binary word, and it is connected to the h processors, 
whose words can be derived by altering one digit. 
Let d[i, ]] be the length of a minimal path on the hypercube from 
processor i to processor 1" It readily follows that 
\ 
d [ i, j ] = number of bits differing in the words associated to i and j. 
In our implementation, aninteger address in the range [0, n - 1] is associated 
to each binary word according to a particular Gray code, namely the inverted 
binary code [4, p. 16]. The peculiar property of Gray codes is that the words 
associated to numbers k and k - 1 differ exactly by one bit, i.e. 
d[k ,k -  l mod n] =1. 
Moreover for inverted binary code it is straightforward to prove that 
d[ i , i+2imodn]=2,  0</<h.  
Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 can be implemented on the hypercube by storing 
U k and V k in the processor k and by performing the computations of Pik, Q~k, 
for the required values of i, using the same processor. It is easy to see that 
communications are needed between processors whose addresses differ by a 
number which is the stun of two powers of two. Then it readily follows that 
in any equation the communication cost is at most 4. Therefore the resulting 
time complexity is O(~log n) for both algorithms. 
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A more detailed analysis allows proving that the time complexity on the 
hypereube of both Algorithm 3,1 and Algorithm 3.2 is 
(9J# +3~ ¢ +30~)log n + O(1). 
Using either Algorithm 3.1 or Algorithm 3.2 for the implementation f 
Algorithm 4.3 on the hypercube, with a suitable placement of problem data, 
it is easy to see that the computation of U k and V k for each of the four 
parts of the algorithm and the computation of R and S can be performed 
with cost not depending on n. The complexity of Algorithm 4.3 then 
becomes 
(36..¢t' + 12~¢ + 30~)log n + O(1). 
To evaluate the complexity of Algorithm 4.2, it is useful to study the 
complexity of the computation on the hypercube of the quantities 
i -1  
Yi = ~ Z 1, 
j= l  
i=1,2  .... ,n. 
ALGORITHM 6.1. The hypercube of size n (say H.) is recursively divided 
into two equal hypercubes (H'/2 and H"/2 ). Processor i of H'/2 computes 
the two quantities 
i - I n /2  
V;= E z I and y~/~= ~., z¢. 
/=1 j= l  
Analogously processor n/2 + i of H,'~9. computes the two quantities 
n/2+ i - 1 
~l,,/9+~" = ~ zj and y."-- ~ zj. 
/-- n /2+l  /=n/2+l  
The combination step consists of computing the two quantities 
~/i = Y[ and 
on processors i, i = 1, 2 ..... n/2, and 
t .~_ t f  
Yn/2+i  ~- [ tn/2 Yn /2+i  
Ytl ~ P P! Y,~/2 + Y. 
g l !  "Jr- tp and y .=~. /~ y. 
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on processors n/2+ i, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n/2. The first step of the recursion 
consists of computing on two adjacent processors the sum of their contents. 
The resulting complexity can be easily derived from the relations 
T(n)=T(n/2)+2~.+2,: ,  
T(2)  = a + 2,,, 
i.e., 
T(n) = (2~ + 2~)(log n - 1) - u. 
Therefore, Algorithm 4.2 can be executed on the hypercube in time 
(~¢ +4~ +4c) log n + O(1). 
The hypercube implementation is possible even if the number q = 2 h Of 
processors is less than n. Assume n = 2 p (p > h). By grouping at each 
processor the computations of 2 p -h  nodes, the performance of the system is 
slowed by a factor n/q, and the communication costs are still O(log q). 
Moreover, if the hypercube consists of n sequential processors, then 
,~ = O(m 3) and the time complexity for solving a block tridiagonal linear 
system results to be O(m3 log n). 
Siegel [12, 13] has analyzed various interconnection networks and the 
complexity of simulating each network with each of the other ones. In 
particular he has shown that the perfect shuffle can emulate the hypercube 
with an O(log n) factor of loss due to increased communication costs. This 
leads to a time complexity O(ra 3 log z n) for solving a block tridiagonal linear 
system on a perfect shuffle consisting of O(n) sequential processors. 
This result can be compared with the one presented in [8]. The order of 
complexity attained in [8] for solving a block tridiagonal linear system is 
O(mS/~nl/9) by using (re~n) 1/2 processors and a perfect shuffle interconnec- 
tion network. 
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